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This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.The driver may be included in your OS or you may not need a driver. Recommended
Drivers File Name Date File Size Optional Drivers File Name Date File Size Recommended Software
File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size Recommended Manuals File
Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size This limited warranty is only
effective upon presentation of your Bill of Sale or other proof of purchase. The Equipment is
warranted under normal, noncommercial, personal use, against defective materials or workmanship
as follows Parts Defective parts will be exchanged for new parts or comparable rebuilt parts for a
period of ONE YEAR from the date of original purchase, except for a defective Video Head, which
will be exchanged for a period of three months from the date of purchase. Labor For a period of ONE
YEAR from the date of original purchase, labor will be provided free of charge by our factory service
centers or designated service facilities located in the United States. When returning Equipment
under this warranty, you must prepay the shipping charges, and you must enclose the Bill of Sale or
other proof of purchase with a complete explanation of the problem. During the ONEYEAR warranty
period, repairs will be made and the Equipment will be returnshipped to you free of charge. For
repairs after the warranty period is over, you will be given an estimate of the cost of repair and an
opportunity to approve or disapprove of the repair expense before it is incurred. If you approve,
repairs will be made and the Equipment will be returnshipped to you. shipping charges apply. If you
disapprove, we will returnship the equipment at no charge to
you.http://www.dispatchpressimages.com/images/uploads/instruction-manual-meade-telescope.xml

canon zr850 mini dv camcorder manual, canon mini dv camcorder manual, canon
optura mini dv manual, canon mini dv zr950 manual, canon mini dv zr950 user
manual, canon mini dv zr 200 manual, canon mini dv zr 900 manual, canon zr800
mini dv camcorder manual, canon zr200 mini dv camcorder manual, canon zr100 mini
dv camcorder manual, canon mini dv manual, canon mini dv zr100 manual, canon
mini dv zr950 manual, canon zr100 mini dv camcorder manual.

Canon brand peripheral equipment and software which may be distributed with, or factory loaded
on, the Equipment, are sold AS IS without warranty of any kind by Canon USA, including any implied
warranty regarding merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The sole warranty with
respect to such nonCanon brand items is given by the manufacturer or producer thereof. If the
Equipment contains a hard disk drive, Canon USA recommends that data stored on that drive be
duplicated or backed up to prevent its loss in the event of failure or other malfunction of such drive.
Canon USA shall have no responsibility under this limited warranty for use of the Equipment in
conjunction with incompatible peripheral equipment and incompatible software. In order to obtain
warranty service, contact the authorized Canon retail dealer from whom you purchased the
Equipment or call the CANON INFORMATION CENTER AT 1800OKCANON. You will be directed to
the nearest service facility for your Equipment. This Limited Warranty covers all defects
encountered in normal use of the Equipment and does not apply in the following cases This warranty
does not cover units sold to rental firms, military operations, hotels, schools, hospitals or for other
commercial, industrial, or institutional applications. These uses are covered only by such specific
warranty as Canon may issue with such sales. This Limited Warranty does not apply to accessories
or consumables for the Equipment, which are sold “AS IS”, without warranty of any kind by Canon
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USA. Please retain this warranty card and your Bill of Sale as a permanent record of your purchase.
This card is most important in order to be sure you are contacted right away should there be a safety
inspection, modification or product recall under applicable laws or regulations.Scroll down to easily
select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store
It plugs directly into a power outlet without a
cable.http://challendor.com/fckeditor/upload/instruction-manual-mitel-5312-ip-phone.xml

This case can be conveniently carried by hand or via the comfortable shoulder strap, providing
convenient handsfree protection.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to good
working condition or replaced with an equivalent product.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product
will be repaired to good working condition or replaced with an equivalent product. Visit the Canon
Online Store It plugs directly into a power outlet without a cable.The cable connects to your camera
and to the USB port on your PC or MAC Computer. Comes standard with the EOS 1Ds Mark III, 1D
Mark IV, 1D Mark III, 1Ds Mark II, 1D Mark II N, 1D Mark II, 5D Mark II, 7D, 5D, 50D, 40D, 30D,
20D, 10D, Digital Rebel XTi, Digital Rebel XT and Digital Rebel. Please see Compatibility tab for
compatible models.This case can be conveniently carried by hand or via the comfortable shoulder
strap, providing convenient handsfree protection. Please try again.Please try again.In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Full content visible,
double tap to read brief content. Please try your search again later.Look no further than the Canon
ZR65MC, which makes capturing valuable family memories as simple as pressing a button. It also
features the ability to take highresolution digital still photos and store them on memory cards. The
zoom technology found in the ZR65MC lens is the same as Canon uses in its broadcast TV lenses.
The ZR65MC is fitted with a highperformance 20x optical zoom lens, which can easily handle all
your shooting needsfrom wideangle shots of all the family at the reunion to closeup sports action at
full telephoto. The ZR65MCs 400x digital zoom significantly expands the telephoto magnification of
the subject.

Image Stabilization Canons image stabilization system corrects camera shake caused by, for
example, an unsteady hand. This image stabilization system makes for smoother and steadier video
even with handheld shotsat full telephotoand with shots taken from a moving car. Digital Still In
addition to highquality video, the ZR65MC also captures outstanding digital photos. All it takes is a
single press of the photo button to shoot crisp XGA 1,024 x 768 pixels digital still images. The
ZR65MC stores these images via the builtin slot for Secure Digital SD and MultiMediaCard memory
cards. You can also choose to store still images on the MiniDV tape. The camcorder records the
photos for approximately 6 seconds, as well as recording the sound for your verbal notes or
narration. You can search through the recorded tape for your photos using the supplied remote
control. This photo search feature allows you to search for images recorded in photo mode. Search
forward or backward through the images one at a time, or 10 from the current position. More
Features Print photos directly to Canon bubblejet printers 2.5inch foldout color LCD screen and
0.33inch color viewfinder The My Camera function is designed to let you customize a number of
features, including startup image and sound, shutter sound, startstop sound, and the selftimer sound
Shoot panoramic still photos, then edit together on your PC with the PhotoStitch software The
fullfunction wireless remote control works at distances up to 16 feet Wide selection of faders and
special effects, including sepia, black and white, wave, mosaic, and more Inputs and Outputs The
ZR65MC comes with the standard DV IEEE 1394 port also referred to as FireWire, which provides a
lossless connection to a PC or other DV machines, as well as USB connectivity for transferring still
photos. Additionally, the ZR65MC features two types of analog audio and video inputs and outputs
composite and Svideo.
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The analog audio inputs of the ZR65MC let you dub or insert editing from CDs, cassettes,
microphones, or the soundtracks of other videocassettes. MiniDV Format MiniDV is the new
preferred format for personal and broadcastquality video, highly regarded for its high audio and
image quality. With up to 540 lines of horizontal resolution and minimum color noise, MiniDV
delivers a 20 percent clearer picture than analog camcorder formats. A MiniDV tape offers digital
recording time of 2 full hours20 times the capacity of a CD. Power, Size, and Contents The ZR65MC
comes with a rechargeable lithiumion battery pack, which has an approximate battery life of 75
minutes when using the LCD screen. The camera itself measures 4.1 by 2.3 by 5.8 inches and weighs
18 ounces. This package includes the ZR65MC camcorder, battery pack BP508, power adapter
CA570, wireless controller WLD79, shoulder strap, stereo video cable, USB cable, 8 MB Secure
Digital memory card, and the DV Network Solutions and Digital Video Solutions CDROMs.To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Jason 4.0 out of
5 stars So you have to rewind the tape by hand. But that also might be my tapes fault. On to things
that might not be my fault. The LCD screen is a little small. The battery seems to immediately fall to
75% after being charged. And thats it. The video quality doesnt seem great, but that also might be
my perception, since what I think is standard quality has changed since this technology first came
out. SO. yeah.I have not recorded on this yet, so Im not sure how that works just yet. I am a little
disapointed that the battery didnt last very long, BUTthe device I purchased from this seller, was an
excellent condition, and pretty much looks and feels brand new.

The cloth lining was crumbling, but that is no big deal, the camera itself, looks shiney and new. So
far I am pleased, to have something to play my old tapes on. THANK YOU Update Unfortunatly, this
item stopped working, it didnt accept or even play tapes. I had to return this, the seller was
understanding and I did get a full refund. I was sorry it didnt work out either. These cameras are
hard to find now, at a good price. It may or may not work but I will never know. I feel like I was
scammed.When I contacted Mays Best Buys I got the run around. They said Amazon was responsible
for the warranty. Amazon said Mays Best Buys was responsible. Long story short, I was responsible
for sending the defective camcorder back. Amazon customer service required that I return the item
with signature confirmation and insurance. I felt ripped off by Mays Best Buys and let down by
Amazon customer service. I called Cannon USA and they informed me that the camcorder had a very
common defective image sensor. Furthermore, they said I could have it repaired for FREE and they
would send a UPS shipping label via email. I own several CANON products and I will buy more. I will
never use AMAZON or Mays Best Buys again. I failed to realize that BUYER BE AWARE is alive and
well at AMAZON. Always check your return policy. My rating is more of a reflection on my purchase
experience and not about the camcorder.Seller is really niceEverything was included and it came
with a bonus of a great case. I think this is a great seller. Both 169 960 x 576 effective pixels and 43
720 x 576 effective pixels formats are supported. Cine feel Filmlike texture, tone and expression are
now routine, with 25p recording and a special Cine Look mode. Gamma curve controls include Knee
adjustments to tame white clipping and Black controls bring out or suppress detail in the low
brightness areas. Colour matrix is selectable from Video and Cinema, while V Detail allows flexible
resolution in the vertical direction.

Skin Detail allows control over phase and chroma for softer, warmer skin tones. A Film Grain setting
adds the warmth and natural compression of film. Manual control is provided over Master RGB,
Setup level, Master Pedestal, Gain, Coring, Sharpness, Noise Reduction, Colour Gain and Hue.
Control Two custom keys instantly recall any chosen manual setting within the 8 main menu
functions. Favourite settings can be saved to three custom presets. Independent control is provided
over R Gain, G Gain and B Gain. White balance can be set to true white or adjusted manually. Lens
Fluorite and aspheric elements in the 20x zoom lens eliminate both chromatic and spherical



aberrations. A circular iris provides beautiful background blur and builtin neutral density ND filters
allow the iris to open fully in harsh light conditions. The XL mount system is compatible with all XL
video lenses, and over 60 Canon EF lenses via an optional adapter. Go steady Optical image
stabilization OIS eliminates unwanted camera shake before the image reaches the sensor.
SuperRange OIS extends IS by examining the image after it is received by the sensor and
suppressing low frequency movements. In sync Both Rec Run and Free Run SMPTE time code is
supported. 2 builtin phantom powered XLR jacks and a BNC jack for monitor output is provided. An
IEEE1394 connection allows direct hard disk recording.The registered office address is Network
House, Globe Park, Marlow, SL7 1EY, United Kingdom. While maintaining the outstanding
integrated design and innovative features for which the XLseries is renowned, the XL H1 delivers
high performance and outstanding digital image quality to meet the needs of professional
videographers. The Canon XL H1 digital video camcorder comes equipped with the company’s newly
developed HD20x zoom Video Lens XL 5.4108 mm L IS II.

The new lens employs a fluorite lens element, which corrects residual chromatic aberration that
optical glass lens elements cannot entirely remove, and incorporates two aspherical lens elements
with highrefractive glass to effectively correct for a variety of aberrations throughout the zoom
range. Further contributing to exceptional HiVision imaging performance, the new XL H1
camcorder’s lens system features a newly developed SR Coat that reduces ghosting in addition to
fully multicoated lenses. Moreover, Canon’s SuperRange optical image stabilization system enables
the detection and correction of lowfrequency vibrations often missed by conventional optical
systems, without incurring any degradation in image quality. The Canon XL H1 features the
exclusive XL interchangeable lensmount system, which enables users to select the most appropriate
lens for each individual shooting situation. In addition, a range of new features and enhancements
have been incorporated into the new XL H1 to better respond to the needs of professional users,
including a TIME CODE input connector and output connector that enables synchronization of time
code data on footage taken by multiple video cameras or recorders, as well as a GENLOCK input
connector that prevents image distortion when switching the video feed source. The Canon XL H1
video camcorder is equipped with several other advanced functions, starting with a “cinema look”
24F 24 frames per second mode which uses the same frame rate as movie film. The camcorder also
offers a wide variety of image quality adjustment functions that enable video images to more closely
resemble film, including sharpness adjustment, and gamma and color matrix settings. Moreover, the
new XL H1 is the first XLseries camcorder model to feature a still image shooting function using an
SD Memory Card or a MultiMediaCard. DVLP; 120 min.

We have 7 Canon ZR65MC MiniDV Digital Camcorder manuals available for free PDF download
Instruction Manual, User Manual, Software Manual. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic
wear, but is fully This item may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the seller after
a period of use. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact
the seller opens in a new window or tab and request post to your location. Please enter a valid
postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Sellers may be required to accept returns
for items that are not as described. Learn more about your rights as a buyer. opens in a new window
or tab Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as
described in the listing. We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful.



Terms and conditions apply. Subject to credit approval. We may receive commission if your
application for credit is successful. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Sony news in your inbox. Download our apps.

Support Support Self Support Contact Support Community Register a Product Sign In Favorites
Sony Rewards Electronics Registration Electronics Community Favorites Favorites Search Sony
Sony Sites Search Sony To get the full experience on Sony.com, please change your settings to allow
JavaScript. You can use the PlayMemories Home software to import the images. There are some
camera models that allow video to be recorded on a memory stick. Check your manual for
modelspecific information. We recommend downloading and installing the latest version of one of
the following browsers Our site is not optimized for your current browser. A newer version of your
browser may be available Chrome Chrome Download the latest version IE Internet Explorer
Download the latest version Firefox Firefox Download the latest version Apple Safari Download the
latest version Proceed with current browser for now Proceed with current browser for now. They
have stuck to the maxim that technology is only worth having when it is both simple and useful.
Functionality that simplifies the key task of shooting great video has been enhanced. Easy mode This
approach has produced a camcorder that sets a standard for uncomplicated performance.
Everywhere ease of use is paramount. Menu navigation is intuitive and straightforward. Controls are
positioned for instant, fingertip access to key functions. Within seconds of picking it up for the first
time you can be capturing quality footage.And it’s as easy to use as the Easy mode. Simply push the
button and the camcorder is ready to capture true widescreen images, using the full width of the
CCD sensor It may be small, but its 2.4” colour LCD monitor gives you plenty of screen space to
keep your eye on detail as you record. What’s more, screen brightness is adjustable to aid visibility
in outdoor locations. The MV800 has a powerful 20x optical zoom, with exceptional contrast and
clarity, and that can place you right at the heart of the action.

Canon’s unique DiGIC DV processor renders these in warm, subtle tones; colours appear natural and
vibrant. Electronic Image Stabilisation EIS means that handheld footage remains steady and calm
even in tricky shooting situations. But, I can played my recorded cassette tapes on my camera. I am
using Canon MV 800i. What should I do. We delete comments that violate our policy, which we
encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. This year we
tried out two of these cameras by putting them in the hands of three filmmakers, each of whom
represents a different type of filmmaker the cameras were designed to attract. Mary Sampson is
currently working on her first feature, Wave, after shooting with video cameras for public access
television in Los Angeles. Laura Bennet is an NYU film school graduate working in commercial
production while exploring her own independent projects. And Bryant Falk is an experienced
videographer who owns Abacus Sound, a recording studio in New York City. The filmmakers rated
each camera in a wide range of categories as well as offered their comments on camera
performance. The camera is light on price and weight. Comments on the Canon GL2 Falk I would
buy this camera for its image quality, light weight, and portability. A serious indie filmmaker may
find it a bit frustrating when trying to dig up manual settings or use the viewfinder for an extended
period of time. Bennett I felt this camera was too light. It had a flimsy, unsteady image when
handheld. Sampson All of the controls seem small and misplaced, but the manual controls are no
worse than any of the other ones. Falk The auto feature on many of these cameras is steadily
improving. This one is no exception. I found the auto functions at this level very acceptable. Bennett
The zoom on this camera was smooth, but very slow, and its pace could not be varied.

When zooming, the image dissolved back and forth between a grainy mush and a perfectly
acceptable image. Sampson The shutter speed option works well. Bennett In the dark cavern of my
apartment, it seemed very capable of catching every dust bunny in the place. Comments on the
Panasonic AGDVX100 Falk This camera is like a Ferrari inside the body of a Ford Fairmont. Get a



new cabinetmaker to build you a housing worthy of the design that went into this baby. The feature
set is amazing, from the XLR input to the extra large viewfinder. Also, the camera is designed for
filmmakers. The slow zoom feature and memory recall system all focus on accommodating that guy,
or girl, shooting the next indie success story. The 24p feature is pretty nice too. Sampson The
manual controls are pretty small and located close together. But they do respond well and are
intelligently placed on the camera. Falk I gave the zoom a negative rating because of the flimsy
nature of the zoom ring. When reaching for it you actually can jiggle the zoom. This can be very
frustrating when you want to push in ever so slightly. Bennett The auto iris worked well, but the best
feature was that I could switch it off any time I wanted to. I was not happy with the auto focus even
on objects in the dead center of the lens. Things looked sharper when I focused manually. Falk The
more I used the 24p feature, the more I fell in love with it. When first looking at it through the
viewfinder it leaves a digital taste. But once I loaded the material onto my Final Cut Pro system, I
was pleasantly surprised. Its image has a painterly quality. Its controls are intuitive and simple to
use. Receive our monthly newsletter and other notifications from The Independent Dont Miss Out
Subscribe Sign up for a free, twice monthly email from The Independent Subscribe For Email
Newsletters you can trust. The units record to Compact flash cards2 slots, which can be changed
while recording.

The XF100 and XF105 feature two XLR inputs and one 3.5 mm stereo minijack for recording audio.
The video is recorded to the MXF file format.The camera was designed for the prosumer market, and
was very popular with independent filmmakers. The XL1 was the followup camera to the GL1, and it
adds new features such as a more powerful 3CCD system. The successor to the XL1s is the Canon
XL2. The XL1 and XL1s have many features of a highend camera such as interchangeable lenses,
viewfinders, and XLR inputs. Many features of the XL1s were carried over into the Canon GL2 and
XL2.The cameras features includeThe XL2 is the big brother to the GL family and the successor of
theIt is succeeded by the Canon XLH1 with a similar 20x lens and similar design, but in black.Some
of these includeThis makes it useful for use with wireless microphones or other audio sources. The
XL2 records to a miniDV tape and can export to a computer via a FireWire IEEE 1394 port. The XL2
is one of only a few cameras that can record to all 4 miniDV audio tracks simultaneously.It is the
successor to the Canon XL2 which is the successor to the widely used Canon XL1s. It can shoot in
the HDV standard resolution of 14401080 pixels and has 3 native interlaced 14401080 CCDs The
photosites are 1.331 aspect ratio, allowing for a full 169 frame. where Sonys HVRV1U has 9601080
diagonal photosites, and Panasonics AGHVX200 pixel shifted 960540 goes to 12801080 but
theoretically with pixel shift, has a resolution of 1440810.Theres also component uncompressed HD
output.Every two of the 48 fields are captured at precisely the same moment in time providing an
image capture in camera without the need of any additional internal cooling devices for the CCDs.
The technology is similar to the DIGIC II that Canon uses for their digital still cameras. Much of the
technology is being kept under wraps, and the manufacturer of the CCDs is being kept secret.The
NTSC configuration supports NTSC DV and NTSC HDV 1080i 60 30f and 24f.

The PAL configuration supports PAL DV and HDV at 1080i50. As of January 29, 2007, Final Cut Pro
does not support Standard Definition 24f or 30f.Canons 24f, 25f, and 30f are not crosscompatible
with Sonys implementation of HDV. No 1080 HDV footage will play on JVC HDV cameras or
decks.The kit lens includes an iris ring and a more sensitive zoom. The H1S and H1A also have a
stronger headphone jack. They are no longer made out of plastic, but metal, making them less prone
to breaking.The form factor of the cameras is a close successor to the Canon GL2, with the newer
HDV models being slightly larger and heavier. The cameras are marketed towards independent and
documentary filmmakers, and for broadcasters and journalists for electronic news gathering. The
cameras were originally released in 2006, the updated versions XHA1s and XH G1s came out in
December 2008.The camera is capable of shooting and recording with either 60 Hz or 50 Hz
scanning rates. CCDs are the image sensor technology used in the camera with a resolution of 1440



1080 in high definition Mode.These settings allow the operator to develop a look for the production
within the camera.A progressive video output is available via a FireWire IEEE 1394 port. 1080i or
480i component video is via a D3 connector more commonly seen on Japanese consumer
electronics.Instead, sensors measure the movement of the rings and electronically drive the lens
through builtin motors allowing for smoother operation and more feedback telling the user exactly
what focal range, aperture fnumber and zoom number the lens is set to. The lens thread supports 72
mm filters and adapters such as fisheye and wide angle lenses.The XH A1 provides two channels of
audio through the builtin microphone or via external XLR audio.It has a fixed fluorite zoom lens and
records to MiniDV cassettes. Its operating weight, when batteries and tapes are included, is under
four pounds.

While this was entirely in the overscan area of broadcast television, the improvement is visible in
conversions to film and in video distributed on the web. The GL2 also introduced features for digital
effects and colour bars incamera, as well as 1.7 Megapixel still camera features for use with an SD
Card.It was sold in North America under the name Optura 100 MC.It was replaced by the Optura
200 MC, which has a nearly identical exterior appearance.It features a 16 optical zoom and a 320.It
also features manual adjustment for brightness, audio volume, exposure, white balance and has
several builtin digital effects, including nine fades and nine video effects. The MVX100i also has the
ability to take still pictures that can be saved to an SD memory card, and can record video in long
and short play. The audio system is a PCM digital stereo and can capture in 16 or 12 bits. The
terminal features sockets for headphones, external microphones, analoguein, direct print, AV and
Svideo, and the video is captured to a computer via either FireWire or USB. It has an accessory shoe
on the top and takes a Liion battery.DV can be recorded in both 43 and 169 formats. In Europe, the
camcorder is called the HV10E and features PAL DV recording in addition to HDV 1080i50 mode.
The HV10 does 1080i60 and NTSC. It can capture video at the full 1920 1080 interlaced resolution,
however the horizontal resolution is reduced when it is stored to tape in the HDV standard of 1440
1080 resolution.It is the successor to the HV10, which was Canons first consumer HDV camcorder.In
PAL regions, it can record in native 25p mode and as such does not require the same pulldown
removal techniques that the NTSC edition does. The camera is capable of recording in both HDV and
DV formats, on MiniDV, though its unable to record 24p in the DV format. The replacement for the
HV20, the HV30, was released in March 2008, soon followed by the HV40.It was announced in
January 2008 and went on sale in March 2008.


